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Henry Gilman Little – Reaper Salesman
Wethersfield Pioneer Settler Was a Cyrus McCormick Agent
Cyrus McCormick, born 1809, in Virginia, was
the son of Robert McCormick—a farmer,
blacksmith, and inventor. In 1831, Cyrus built a
reaper upon principles which most subsequent
reapers incorporated. While his reaper had defects,

Cyrus obtained a patent in 1834. It took time, but his
fledging business slowly grew - he sold two reapers
in 1841, seven in 1842, 29 in 1843, and 50 the
following year.
In 1844, Cyrus visited the Midwest and became

of credit to his customers. He hired the first offical
traveling representative in 1845, working along the
Ohio River. By 1848, traveling agents were
appointed as territorial supervisors. By 1850, the
McCormick reaper was known in every part of the
United States.
In 1850, original Wethersfield pioneer Henry Gilman
Little became a McCormick territorial supervisor. That
year, he made the first McCormick reaper sale in Henry
County to Thomas Maxell of nearby Bishop Hill.
Henry’s contract required that he keep a sample
machine on-hand, canvass the wheat districts in his
territory to solicit sales, deliver reapers and instruct
purchasers in their operation, stock spare parts, be
prepared to do repair work and render field service,
make reports, collect money due on notes, and distribute advertising. Henry could operate through subagents such as country blacksmiths or general storekeepers. Henry would give them general rules of procedure for making sales, but these the sub-agents
broke the rules with impunity if by so doing they
could make a sale. They were supplied with sales arguments for their own machine and against rivals,
but when they were face-to-face in competition, they
had to rely mainly on their own initiative and energy.
convinced his future lay there. In 1847, he opened a
factory in Chicago and, in the first year, he sold 800
machines.
Cyrus lost his patent in 1848, but decided to beat his
manufacturing competitors by outselling them. He
traveled the prairies and plains selling his reaper. He
incorporated mass production, advertising, public
demonstrations, warranty of product, and extension

One McCormick agent described his approach for
a sale when he faced head-on a Manny’s agent, a
McCormick competitor:
“I found . . . one of Manny's agents with a fancy
painted machine cutting the old prairie grass .
. . making sweeping and bold declarations
about what his machine could do and how it
could beat yours, etc., etc. Well . . . I began by
breaking down [and] . . .point[ing] out every
objection that I could see [on his fancy machine ] and all that I had learned last year . . .
gave the statements of those that had seen one
work . . . all of which I could prove. And then I
stated to all my opinion of what would be the
result should they purchase from Manny. ‘You
pay one half money and give your note for the
balance, are prosecuted for the last note and
the cheapest way to get out of the scrape is to
pay the note, keep the poor machine and in a
short time purchase one from McCormick . . .
Now gentlemen [I said] . . . try [the McCormick] machine before you [pay] one half or
any except the freight. I can offer you one on
such terms, warrant it against this machine or
any other you can produce, and if after a fair

trial. . . any other proves superior and you prefer it to mine, keep [it]. I will take mine back,
say not a word, refund the freight, all is right
again. No Gentlemen, this man dare not do
this.
“The Result you have seen. He sold not one. I
sold 20.”
Henry worked with sub-agents such as his
brother, Caleb Jewett Tenney Little, who first offered

reapers for sale in his blacksmith shop. Henry also
worked with his brother-in-law, Daniel McClure,
who operated a general store in Wethersfield.
Being the entrepreneur he was, Henry Gilman Little was once again successful.
And Cyrus McCormick had a little success as
well. By the time of death in 1884, there were half a
million McCormick harvesters in operation, and he
had revolutionized farming worldwide.

To learn more about Kewanee and Wethersfield, past, present,
and future, please visit my Facebook page, Dusty Roads, at
https://www.facebook.com/dusty.roads.kewanee

